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Abstract Oxia Planum, the planned landing site of the ExoMars “Rosalind Franklin” rover, is a low relief clay-bearing plain, of which approximately 1% is covered by 396 upstanding isolated landforms (“mounds”). The mounds are continuous with a circum-Chryse mound population representing the remnants of a regionally significant Noachian-aged deposit. This detailed study suggests that the Oxia Planum mounds are also erosional remnants of this deposit, with little evidence to suggest they are constructional landforms such as sedimentary volcanoes. We calculate that up to 130 m of mound-forming material has been removed from the landing site through erosion. The mound-forming layer lies unconformably on the clay-bearing plains with the upper surface severely truncated by significant erosion resulting in the topography we see today. The mounds themselves comprise at least three members, distinct in color and texture, separated stratigraphically by further unconformities. Calculated minimum erosion/deposition rates of the removed mound material are comparable to previous Noachian estimates, suggesting a more erosive (and probably therefore warmer and/or wetter) environment than today. The clay-bearing materials which remain buried directly under the mounds have been continually protected from the Martian environment since the Noachian, and are likely to represent some of the most pristine clay-rich materials in the landing site. By inference, the plains directly adjacent to the mounds are most likely to have been exposed for less time than areas further from the mounds. These are therefore amongst the most likely locations where Rosalind Franklin could sample recently exposed materials and hence detect biosignatures.

Plain Language Summary The Oxia Planum region of Mars is the landing site of ESA’s ExoMars “Rosalind Franklin” rover, which will search for evidence of past life in the ancient rocks of the area. In the landing site there are hundreds of sub-kilometer-scale “mounds” that are likely to have been part of an extensive layer which covered the region in the distant past. To understand more about the mounds, we examined their geological features, calculated the volume of eroded material, and observed their relationships to other important features within the landing site. We find: (a) On average, the layer was up to 70% thinner in Oxia Planum than elsewhere in the region. (b) There are gaps in the geological record below, within, and above the mounds indicating periods of erosion. (c) The layer was eroded at a much faster rate in the past than in the present, consistent with a warmer and wetter ancient Martian environment. Areas around the mounds were probably exposed relatively recently, and are therefore likely to have been protected from the harsh Martian environment for longer than other areas. Consequently, these areas may be amongst the best places for the rover to search for evidence of past life.

1. Introduction

Oxia Planum is the planned landing site of ESA’s ExoMars “Rosalind Franklin” rover (Vago et al., 2017). This low-relief plain is situated on the hemispheric dichotomy boundary in the transitional terrain (classified as HNCc1—Early Hesperian to Late Noachian in Tanaka et al. (2005)) between the ancient, rugged highlands of Arabia Terra and the younger, smoother lowlands of Chryse Planitia. Rosalind Franklin will investigate the surface and subsurface geologic and geochemical environments of Oxia Planum, with a primary objective to search for evidence of extinct life through the identification of potential habitable paleoenvironments and biosignatures (Vago et al., 2017). Oxia Planum contains a diversity of Noachian-aged geologic features and geochemical characteristics which make it a suitable candidate for astrobiological exploration, including extensive Fe/Mg-rich clay-bearing plains indicative of widespread aqueous alteration (e.g., Brossier et al., 2022; Carter et al., 2016; Gary-Bicas & Rogers, 2021; Mandon et al., 2021; Parkes Bowen et al., 2022; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), a hydrated silica-bearing sedimentary fan at the terminus of the Coogoon Valles network suggesting the presence...
of a standing body of water (e.g., Fawdon et al., 2022; Molina et al., 2017; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), and a series of landforms revealing a complex depositional and erosional history (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Roberts et al., 2021).

The widely exposed clay-bearing plains will be the focus of Rosalind Franklin’s biosignature detection and surface/subsurface aqueous environment investigations. The clay-bearing plains are bright-toned, highly fractured, low-relief regions that are consistent with detections of phyllosilicates by Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité (Bibring et al., 2004) and absorption spectra in hyperspectral Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM; Murchie et al., 2007) data which correspond to Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates such as vermiculite and/or smectite clays (Carter et al., 2016; Mandon et al., 2021; Parkes Bowen et al., 2022). The clay-bearing plains contain at least two distinct geologic members (Mandon et al., 2021). These are a lower, thicker member which exhibits orange tones in High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE; McEwen et al., 2007) images and contains closely spaced meter-scale fractures, and overlying this, an upper, thinner member which exhibits blue-white tones in HiRISE and contains more widely spaced decameter-scale fractures (Parkes Bowen et al., 2022; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021).

Overlying the clay-bearing plains is a population of kilometer to sub-kilometer-scale mounds (Figure 1), which resemble terrestrial erosional features such as buttes (e.g., Monument Valley, Utah/Arizona), mesas (e.g., Grand Mesa, Colorado), inselbergs (e.g., Uluru, Australia), and hills (McNeil et al., 2021a; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). These mounds are topographically prominent features which represent three-dimensional exposures of material accessible for study by Rosalind Franklin. Their relatively high albedo in Context Camera (CTX; Malin et al., 2007) and white-yellow tones in Color and Stereo Surface Imaging System (Thomas et al., 2017) Near-IR, Panchromatic, Blue-Green products (NPB, see Section 2) contrast with the orange-blue tones of the surrounding clay-bearing plains in HiRISE and CaSSIS (Parkes Bowen et al., 2022; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021).

The mounds are part of a regional population of similar positive-relief isolated landforms that occur around the highland margin of Chryse Planitia (Figure 1a). This wider population of over 14,000 km-scale mounds is interpreted as the eroded remnants of a layer, up to 500 m thick, that superposed the circum-Chryse region during the Noachian and may be similar in age and composition to the Mawrth Vallis phyllosilicates (McNeil et al., 2021a). Prior to this study, it was unclear how the smaller Oxia Planum mounds relate to the circum-Chryse layer-forming population. The smaller size of the mounds in Oxia Planum means that a higher resolution examination is required to understand their geology, and to determine whether these are landforms which are part of the original circum-Chryse mound-forming layer (and are therefore erosional in nature), or whether they are individual landforms formed through geographically isolated processes (and are therefore primarily constructional). The mounds in Oxia Planum overlie the clay-bearing plains (McNeil et al., 2021a; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), and could therefore record depositional processes which occurred after the deposition or emplacement of the plains. Furthermore, because the mounds could be erosional remnants, they may provide information about subsequent erosional processes in Oxia Planum. Previous models have suggested that up to 900 m of material has been removed from the landing site (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), but how much belonged to individual mounds or the hypothetical mound-forming layer compared to the clay-bearing plains or other stratigraphic units at the landing site, is unknown.

In this paper, we: (a) Explore the morphology, morphometry, and stratigraphic relationships of mounds in Oxia Planum; (b) Assess whether the mounds originated as constructional landforms in their current isolated locations, or if they are erosional features which were once part of previously more laterally extensive deposits; and (c) Calculate the hypothetical thickness and volume of the putative mound-forming layer to assess the quantity and timing of overburden removal from the landing site and the feasibility of this hypothesis. From this, we discuss the ramifications for the geology of the mounds, the depositional and erosional history of the landing site, and the ramifications for the scientific objectives of the “Rosalind Franklin” rover.

2. Data and Methods

We have used the informal geographical names given to features and regions of the landing site by the ExoMars Rosalind Franklin rover team (see Fawdon et al., 2021a). Using ArcGIS Pro software, we created a Geographical Information Systems (GIS) project for the study area and included all available remote sensing data. Mounds (upstanding, bright-toned, topographically prominent features) were identified using a combination of visible
Geologic and stratigraphic observations of mounds were primarily made using CaSSIS NPB (Near-Infrared, 850 nm, Panchromatic, 650 nm, and Blue–Green, 475 nm; Thomas et al., 2017) and HiRISE RED and infrared-red-blue (IRB); McEwen et al., 2007) data. The lower mound boundaries (where the mound-forming material contacts the plains-forming material) were identified in a 6 m/pixel CTX mosaic (Fawdon et al., 2021a) and manually digitized as polygons. Equidistant buffers of 50 m were generated around each mound to represent the surface the mounds are sitting on. This buffer size was selected as it is large enough to capture a representative portion of the mound-adjacent topography from the DTM, and small enough that it reduces the likelihood that other topographically prominent features (e.g., other mounds, craters) could be unintentionally captured in the buffer. Elevation data for all mounds were derived from CTX Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) with a spatial resolution of 20 m/pixel and an expected vertical precision of between 1.34 and 6.16 m (mean 3.19 m; Fawdon et al., 2021a). Using the ArcGIS Pro zonal statistics tool, the maximum elevation of each mound (Z_{apex}) was extracted from the DTM. The median elevation of the topography within the surrounding buffer (Z_{base}) was also extracted to capture the elevation of the surrounding plains. Mound heights were calculated by subtracting Z_{base} from Z_{apex}. These data were encapsulated as a feature class in the GIS, with points generated at the geographic center of each mound that contained the geographic and morphometric information required for further analysis.

To determine whether the Oxia Planum mounds formed part of the larger circum-Chryse mound-forming deposit, we analyzed the volumes and surfaces of this hypothetical layer using the mound morphometric data from this study and from McNeil et al. (2021a). From the elevation data, three interpolated surfaces were created using the 3D Analyst tools in ArcGIS Pro (Figure 2). A minimum upper bounding surface (MUBS) was generated from Z_{apex} using the Natural Neighbor tool (which uses the heights and distances between points, weighted by proportional overlaps of constructed Voronoi diagrams, e.g., Sibson (1981)) to generate a surface. The MUBS is the minimum elevation of the upper surface of the layer from which the mounds originally eroded. The lower bounding surface (LBS) was generated from Z_{base} also using the Natural Neighbor tool, and this represents a

**Figure 1.** Mounds in the Oxia Planum region, showing: (a) the location of mounds in the study area relative to ~14,000 mounds (white) in the circum-Chryse region; background of Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (Smith et al., 2001) and High Resolution Stereo Camera (Jaumann et al., 2007) hillshade, TV: Tiu Valles, AV: Ares Valles, and MV: Mawrth Valles, (b) 2x exaggerated 3D High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment image of a typical mound (ESP_039299_1985), showing its prominence over the surrounding clay-bearing unit and dark resistant unit, and (c) Context Camera digital terrain model of 396 mounds (white) and the 1-sigma (green) and 3-sigma (yellow) landing ellipses, GL: Germania Lacus, KC: Kilkhampton Crater. The panels in Figures 3 and 4 are labeled in cyan.
The generalization of the paleosurface that the mound layer was deposited onto. We used the heights of all mesas and tiered mounds (assumed to be the tallest and most complete sections of the mound-forming deposit) east of Ares Vallis from the database of circum-Chryse mounds in McNeil et al. (2021b) to generate a Chryse Planitia upper bounding surface (CPUBS) with the Inverse Distance Weighted surface interpolation tool. The Inverse Distance Weighted tool was required instead of the Natural Neighbor tool to achieve a surface that could be extrapolated to the landing site. The CutFill tool in ArcGIS Pro was used to estimate the volumes bounded by the three interpolated surfaces and the present-day surface described by the CTX DTM (Figure 2b). The volume between the undulating present-day surface and the MUBS is a minimum estimate of the amount of inter-mound material removed from Oxia Planum, and the volume between the present-day surface and the CPUBS is an estimate of the total material that could have been removed assuming the Oxia Planum and Circum-Chryse mounds were originally the same height. The volumes between the LBS and the MUBS, and the LBS and CPUBS, are the minimum amount of removed mound material, and the best estimate of the total removed mound material, respectively. As the present-day surface is below the LBS over significant parts of Oxia Planum, subtracting the present-day surface from the LBS where the mounds are not present yields an estimate of the amount of material eroded from below the base of the mounds. This eroded material may have been mound material and/or clay-bearing unit (CBU).

Figure 2. Schematic transects across Chryse Planitia and Oxia Planum, showing (a) surfaces generated from mound elevation data (Chryse Planitia Upper Bounding Surface, Minimum Upper Bounding Surface, and Lower Bounding Surface), the relationships between the mounds, clay-bearing unit and dark resistant unit and (b) close-up of a mound in Oxia Planum showing the interplay between surfaces and resultant calculated volumes. Dashed lines indicate interpolated surfaces; circles indicate known elevation points used in surface construction. Most Oxia Planum mounds are classified as hills in McNeil et al. (2021a) owing to their rounded tops.

i. LBS - CTX: volume of material removed below LBS (either mound or CBU material)
ii. MUBS - CTX: estimated minimum total amount of material removed
iii. CPUBS - CTX: estimated total volume of material removed
iv. MUBS - LBS: estimated minimum amount of removed mound material
v. CPUBS - LBS: estimated total amount of removed mound material
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary Oxia Planum Mound Morphometric and Elevation Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of mounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum elevation at mound base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum elevation at mound base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean elevation at mound base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean aspect ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean orientation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Results and Interpretation

#### 3.1. Population Distribution

We have identified 396 mounds within the 8,700 km² Oxia Planum Rosalind Franklin landing site study area. There are 9 mounds (2.3% of the population) within the 2022 1-sigma landing ellipses (Figure 1), and 26 mounds (7.6% of the population) within 3 km of these ellipses. There are 83 individuals (21%) within or partially within the 3-sigma landing ellipse (Figure 1), and a total of 129 (32.6%) examples within 3 km of these ellipses. The mounds cover a total of 0.56% of the study area, 0.16% of the 1-sigma landing ellipse, and 0.88% of the 3-sigma landing ellipse. Assuming that Rosalind Franklin lands somewhere in the 1-sigma ellipse, it will be an average of ∼2.1 km from a mound, and the furthest it will be from a mound is ∼6.0 km. This increases to ∼3.7 km (mean) and ∼18.6 km (maximum) for the 3-sigma ellipses, but this is highly dependent on exactly where the rover lands in the 3-sigma ellipse; in the northern half of this ellipse the maximum rover-mound distance reduces to 8.1 km. Mounds occur throughout the study area but are more common at lower elevations (Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting Information S1). As a result, they are also more abundant toward the north and northwest of the landing site (Figure 1 and Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1), where they appear to become continuous with the mound population seen across the circum-Chryse region. The morphometric and elevation data for the mounds are summarized in Table 1.

#### 3.2. Mound Geology

The mounds are bright-toned and texturally smooth in CTX. In CaSSIS NPB data, they are conspicuous white-yellow features (likely red in true color) that contrast the darker blue and orange tones of the underlying CBU (e.g., Figure 3a). Generally, the tallest parts of mounds appear relatively more white-yellow than the bases, which appear to be more white-blue in HiRISE IRB data. This difference in coloration is consistent in CaSSIS NPB images taken at different times of day, suggesting it is not an effect of illumination. Most mounds are smooth at the meter scale and highly rounded. From orbital data, we have identified three different sub-units (members) associated with mounds in the landing site. The mounds vary considerably in their form, surface texture, and color; some mounds exhibit all three members, whereas, in most others, only one or two of the members may be present. As a whole, the mounds are less homogenous than the larger circum-Chryse population, which contain much thicker, stratigraphically continuous deposits of clays (McNeil et al., 2021a).

The lower mound member is bright white and blue-toned in CaSSIS NPB and HiRISE IRB data, contains decameter-scale fractures, and sometimes exhibits layering (Figure 3b). This member is exposed in the flanks of mounds where stratigraphically younger material has been eroded away (Figures 3a and 3b). It is not commonly observed, suggesting that it either does not exist in many mounds, or does exist and is obscured by overlying members. The lower member shares many similarities with the blue member of the CBU including the observation that it is at the same stratigraphic level, contains decameter-scale fractures, has a bluish tone, and does not commonly form prominent topographies (Mandon et al., 2021). Therefore, the lower mound member may not be true “mound material” but could be prominences of uneroded (or relatively less eroded than the surrounding material) upper sections of the blue CBU (Figure 4). Within the mounds, this member might therefore simply reflect differential erosion of the CBU, where the upper part of the mound has protected the CBU beneath it.

Where it occurs, the middle mound member is always stratigraphically below the upper member (Figure 4). We do not observe the middle member unambiguously in contact with the lower member within any mound, but it always overlies the blue member of the CBU (Figures 3c and 3d), thus we place it stratigraphically above the lower member. The middle member is not present in all mounds, although we cannot be its true abundance as it is thin (no more than a few meters in thickness), and may be covered by loose material at the bases of mounds in many cases. In CaSSIS NPB, larger exposures are blue in tone, transitioning into yellow tones at the edges and in smaller, more eroded examples (Figure 3d). Where exposed, it is bright and sometimes fractured at the meter-decameter scale in HiRISE (Figures 3 and 4), and is similar to the underlying lower member/CBU. The boundary between this member and the blue member of the CBU (and by extension, the lower member) is
Figure 3. Observations of different component mound members throughout the landing site and wider Oxia Planum area; (a) High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) infrared-red-blue (IRB) [ESP_057747_1985] showing a cluster of mounds around a larger, dissected mound (gullies shown by dotted lines) north of Germania Lacus, where the rough, yellow upper member (UM) covers a blue-white toned lower member (LM), which we suggest is uneroded sections of blue member of the clay-bearing unit (CBU); (b) exposed layering (red dotted lines) within the LM; (c) Color and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) [MY36_016481_161_0] showing a cluster of mounds southwest of the study area showing two mounds with the UM overlying middle member (MM) on the blue member of the CBU, isolated patches of MM (white arrows), and a potential unconformity shown by possible MM (due to similar color and texture) infilling craters within the blue member of the CBU; (d) CaSSIS [MY36_018354_017_0] showing patches of MM which overlie blue CBU, with the larger example showing blue-white colors with curvilinear fractures, and smaller, more eroded examples being more yellow in color; (e) HiRISE IRB [ESP_037070_1985] showing a 54 m-tall mound with layered UM overlying a ∼6 m thick orange layer at its base. Inset shows bright-toned meter-scale boulders demarcating the base of layers within the UM; and (f) HiRISE IRB [ESP_051905_1990] showing draping meter- to decameter-scale layers (white arrows) in the flank of a pale-toned mound. North is up, unless stated otherwise.
interpreted to be unconformable, as we observe material interpreted as the middle member in a crater within the blue CBU (Figure 3c); it is, for this reason, we have placed it stratigraphically above the lower member (Figure 4). Some isolated examples of this member appear to have been fractured and completely separated from the main mound (Figure 3d). The middle member also underlies patches of the dark resistant unit (DRU), for example, at Germania Lacus (Figure 4f), suggesting the top of the middle member may represent a paleosurface upon which the upper mound unit and DRU were deposited.

The upper mound member is the stratigraphically highest and by implication the youngest mound-forming unit. It has been divided into upper members (part a and part b), which share some visual characteristics and occupy approximately the same stratigraphic level in the mound sequence. The upper member is invariably bright yellow-orange in CaSSIS data, and its texture varies between smooth (in the case of upper member [part a]; Figures 3c, 3e and 3f) and rough (upper member [part b]; Figure 5c). There is no clear example of upper member (part a) and upper member (part b) being in direct contact in a single mound, so it is unclear exactly how they are related to each other, and they may be laterally equivalent (Figure 4). Upper member (part b) usually has a much greater thickness than the underlying units and therefore often forms almost the entire topographic extent of the mounds (Figure 3e). Where the lower member and middle member are absent, the upper member is observed to directly contact the CBU (Figures 3 and 5). The upper member occurs on the tops, flanks and bases of mounds (e.g., Figure 3b) and also shares a flat boundary with the CBU (e.g., Figure 3e) suggesting that it mantled a paleosurface upon deposition. In HiRISE, the upper member (part b) is layered at the meter- and decameter scale, with all layers being approximately horizontal. Fifteen mounds in this study exhibit clear layering within the upper member at HiRISE scale, with layers often being picked out by boulders (Figure 3e). A mound in the east of the landing site shows rounded, bright-toned, meter-scale boulders defining a basal horizon in otherwise thinner layers which occur in repetitive, ∼3 m-thick packages within upper member (part b; Figure 3e). This could be explained by recurring depositional events capable of depositing meter-scale boulders, followed by a drop in energy, and/or a change in the source of the deposit. The bright-toned boulders could be eroded material.

![Figure 4. Generalized stratigraphic column of the mound and inter-mound areas showing the temporal relationship between observed morphostratigraphic landing site units, and the mound members (this study), including the inferred hiatuses between them and the interpolated surfaces of Figure 2. This diagram does not show the physical relationships between units and members, and is derived from multiple observations of members and contacts; orange ovals and connectors denote panels in Figures 3 and 5 where the best examples of members and their stratigraphic relationships can be seen.](image-url)
Figure 5. Mounds in Oxia Planum, showing stratigraphic and tectonic relationships: (a) rounded mound on the rim of a ∼2 km diameter crater (Sardinia Lacus) in the clay-bearing unit (CBU), which has been later infilled by dark resistant unit (DRU) (HiRISE, ESP_047501_1985); (b) 3D 2x exaggerated view of mound showing the mound-CBU boundary (see inlay), which is elevated ∼20 m above the topographic mound boundary (HiRISE, PSP_009880_1985); (c) mound with upstanding linear features (red) showing a ∼60° intersection angle at the mound center (HiRISE, ESP_048358_1985); (d) a mound showing similar features to that in panel (c), where upstanding linear to curvilinear features truncate a mound at a ∼60° intersection angle (HiRISE, ESP_037070_1985); (e) intra-crater and crater-rim mound on the rim of Malino Crater, where the CBU has been exposed through the backstepping of DRU and/or mound material (HiRISE, ESP_062191_1985); (f) intra-crater mound in Malino Crater, where the onlap of the DRU onto the mound flank (red dashed line) is clearly visible on fractured the lower member (LM) or CBU, with an additional DRU layer in yellow (ESP_062191_1985); (g) mound with two members: a thin blue-toned middle member (MM) that underlies both the DRU, and an upper member (UM) which is yellow-white (Color and Stereo Surface Imaging System [CaSSIS], MY35_007623_019_0); and (h) orange and blue-toned members of the CBU overlain by mounds, shorter mounds (black arrow), and the bases of tall mounds (red arrow) are white-blue, suggesting the presence of the LM or MM, and upper sections (UM) are yellow-white (white arrow; CaSSIS, MY35_008742_019_0). North is up, unless stated otherwise.
transported from higher topographies in the Oxia basin, or they could be an erosional feature of the outcrop. The upper member does not have the same polygonal fractures seen in other members, but instead sometimes contains bright, positive-relief linear and curvilinear ridges (Figures 5c and 5d). These ridges occur primarily on mound surfaces but are also observed to extend into the underlying CBU. One mound (Figure 5c) contains individual upstanding linear features and a triangular section on the northern flank which is bounded by upstanding linear ridges (Figures 5c and 5d). A set of upstanding linear features intersect the mound at a 60° angle at its apex, resembling conjugate fractures. Another mound in the east of the study area (Figure 5d) exhibits similar curvilinear features. We interpret these features to be surface expressions of erosion-resistant material such as mineralized fractures of sedimentary or igneous origin, that have reinforced the bulk mound structure against erosion (e.g., De Toffoli et al., 2019; Okubo & McEwen, 2007).

3.3. Mound Stratigraphy

3.3.1. Relationship Between Mounds and CBU

The contact between the upper member and CBU is either horizontal or gently dipping throughout the study area, suggesting that the upper member was deposited onto the paleotopography. Given that the upper member also directly overlies both the lower member and the middle member, it is likely that a paleolandscape containing elements of eroded lower member, middle member and CBU was present at the time of the upper member’s deposition (Figure 4). Mounds located on the rims of highly eroded, ejecta-free craters that occur within the CBU demonstrate that substantial erosion and time occurred between the impact events (and therefore the CBU formation itself) and the deposition of the mound layer. Malino crater (Figure 1) contains crater-rim mounds and two intra-crater mounds (Figures 5e and 5f) at similar elevations, suggesting that the mound layer was deposited after both crater infill, and erosion of the crater rim and ejecta. It is unclear how much time elapsed between the CBU formation and emplacement of the mound layer.

Another mound at 18.277°N, 24.523°W shows a horizontal contact ∼20 m above the topographic base of the mound (Figure 5b). We interpret this contact as the boundary between the CBU (lower member in this case as it is part of a mound) and the middle member, as it is at a similar elevation relative to the outcrops of the middle member on the west of Germania Lacus (Figure 5g). Below the contact (but still on the topographic mound flank), approximately 20 m of lower member material is exposed. Above the contact, the upper member forms most of the topography of this mound. As such, this is the only landform in the study where all three mound-forming units are unambiguously present.

3.3.2. Relationship Between Mounds and Dark Resistant Unit

The DRU is a dark-toned, rugged unit which occurs throughout the Oxia Planum study area in topographic lows, and as remnant, upstanding mesas. There is no consensus on the origin of the DRU, with both sedimentary and igneous origins proposed (Gary-Bicas & Rogers, 2021; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Its age is also debated; one estimate is early to mid-Amazonian or older (>2.6 Ga, Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), and others estimate Early Hesperian (~3.7 Ga, Ivanov et al., 2020; Uthus, 2020).

The DRU onlaps onto a mound in Malino crater, showing that it unconformably overlies the mounds (Figure 5f). Around another intra-crater mound in Malino crater, about 100–200 m of backstepping has occurred (Figure 5e), however, it is not clear whether this is a result of erosion of the DRU, or the mound itself. The erosion in these areas has revealed polygonal fractures in the underlying crater-fill unit, similar to those seen in the CBU.

These relationships show both that the DRU is younger than the mounds, and that the DRU was emplaced after the mounds had eroded. No evidence has yet been found for hydrous minerals in the DRU (Carter et al., 2016; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), whereas several mounds throughout the Chryse region show evidence of hydrous minerals (McNeil et al., 2021a), suggesting that a change in environmental conditions occurred between the emplacement of the mound members and DRU. The lack of CRISM data in the area means that the DRU could contain hydrous minerals, but is not detected due to poor coverage.
3.4. Volumetric Calculations of Putative Mound Layer Thickness

To test whether the Oxia Planum mounds could have formed part of the circum-Chryse mound-forming deposit, we calculated the total volume of eroded material which must have been removed to leave the upstanding mounds. In this section, we first assume that the mounds were part of the circum-Chryse layer in order to calculate removed volumes, and then discuss whether this is a realistic hypothesis in Section 4. Given that the digitized mound boundaries are the point at which the mound-forming material contacts the material that forms the CBU (lower member in some mounds), the boundaries approximate the stratigraphic position of the middle member (which is extremely thin), and the LBS approximates the paleosurface upon which the middle member rests.

The surface generated by interpolating the mound apexes in the study area (MUBS, Figure 2 and Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1) reveals a minimum total thickness of eroded mound material in the Oxia Planum study area of 41.4 m, and therefore a minimum volume of 208 ± 32 km³ (Table 2) would have had to be removed if the mounds formed from a previously contiguous layer (or layers). This can be subdivided into the minimum eroded depth and volume of the mound-forming layer above the LBS (21.6 m, 124 ± 37 km³), and the eroded depth and volume of the material below the interpolated mound contact or LBS (19.8 m, 84 ± 27 km³). This eroded material is assumed to have been either CBU or lower mound material.

Using the surface generated from the heights of the Chryse Planitia mesas (CPUBS, Figure 2 and Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1), the estimated total thickness of eroded material in the study area is over three times higher than MUBS at 129 m, with a volume of 680 km³. This can be subdivided into the eroded thicknesses and volumes of the mound-forming layer (111.6 m, 605 km³), and the amount of material from below the interpolated lower mound contact or LBS (17.6 m, 75 km³). The CPUBS intersects the topography in Oxia Planum at an elevation of approximately −2,800 m, equivalent to the upper elevation of the Mawrth Plateau deposits to the northeast. Above the CPUBS, which represents the inferred top of the original mound forming layer across both Chryse Planitia and Oxia Planum, there should theoretically be fewer or no mounds found; our observations support this, with only four low-relief mounds having bases above the −2,800 m contour. The total volume of mounds in the study area is approximately 1.3 km³, which is ∼1% of the MUBS volume estimate for the study area and 0.21% of the CPUBS volume estimate for the study area.

Based on stratigraphic relationships observed in the wider circum-Chryse mound population, the mounds are likely to have been deposited, indurated, and eroded within approximately 200 Myr, between ∼4.0 Ga (the crater retention age of the underlying CBU; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021, and the time at which the regional Mawrth Vallis plateau was mostly formed; Loizeau et al., 2012) and ∼3.8 Ga (the crater retention age of the top of the Mawrth Vallis clay-bearing stratigraphy—and therefore also the circum-Chryse clay-rich deposit—which is correlatable to the youngest parts of mounds in Chryse Planitia). Assuming the Oxia Planum mounds once formed a contiguous part of this circum-Chryse mound-forming deposit and that they are therefore of a similar age, we can estimate the rate of erosion for this deposit in Oxia Planum.

It is unclear what proportion of this time was devoted to deposition versus erosion, or whether the mounds in Oxia Planum were eroded over the same timescales as the larger mounds in Chryse Planitia, so the following calculations of erosion rates are minimum estimates. The minimum thickness of the removed material in Oxia Planum was 41.4 m, and the estimated mean thickness was ∼129 m (Table 2). Assuming rapid initial deposition at 4.0 Ga, erosion of these thicknesses at a constant rate for 200 Myr⁻¹ equates to a minimum steady-state erosion rate of 0.21–0.65 m Myr⁻¹. Conversely, minimum deposition rates are the same, assuming rapid final erosion.

| Minimum removed overburden (MUBS—CTX) | 41.4 | 208 |
| Estimate of total removed overburden (CPUBS—CTX) | 129 | 680 |
| Minimum removed mound material (MUBS—LBS) | 21.6 | 124 |
| Estimate of total removed mound material (CPUBS—LBS) | 112 | 605 |
| Material removed below lower mound boundary (LBS—CTX) | 19.8 | 84 |

Table 2
Summary of Eroded Thicknesses and Volumes of the Mound-Forming Layer in the Oxia Planum Study Area
4. Discussion

4.1. Stratigraphic Implications

The main mound-forming layer (upper member) and the DRU at Germania Lacus both directly overlie the middle member which in turn overlie the lower member/CBU. We interpret the boundary between the middle member and upper member to represent a paleosurface which existed at the time of deposition of both the upper member and the DRU. The middle member is extremely thin, and its presence underneath highly eroded remnants of both the upper member and DRU (Figure 5g) could suggest that it remained relatively unchanged in the time between the deposition of the upper member and DRU. By extension, this could imply that DRU is more ancient than previously thought and could be closer in age to the early Hesperian estimated by Ivanov et al. (2020) and Uthus (2020) than the early Amazonian lower limit in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021). Therefore, it is possible that the DRU is genetically related to the extensive dark plains material which occurs throughout Chryse Planitia (~3.6 Ga, Loizeau et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 2005) and embays mounds (McNeil et al., 2021a), as postulated in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021).

4.2. Constructional Isolated Features, or Erosional Layer-Derived Landforms?

This section discusses whether the mounds are constructional (their morphologies formed in isolation from each other through the progressive build-up of material) or if they are erosional (their morphologies formed through erosion of a previously more extensive layer or layers).

The strongest evidence that supports mound formation through erosional processes, and that the mounds were once more extensive than they are today, comes from the structure and stratigraphy of the mounds:

1. Mounds in the Oxia Planum population are all composed of the same internal stratigraphy; the upper, middle, and lower members occur in the same succession and are of similar relative thicknesses where they are present (Figure 3).
2. The lower member and the middle member are composed of similar material (in both color and texture) to the CBU (Figures 3c and 3d) that surrounds the mound landforms. Because the only difference between “plains” and “mounds” is the slope of the rock exposure, this strongly suggests that the lower sections of mounds are less eroded parts of the CBU (Figures 5b and 5h), which have been eroded relative to the mounds.
3. The upper member of the mound stratigraphy that forms steeply dipping and rounded flanks are consistently covered in material that mostly obscures other elements of the internal mound structure (Figure 3b) on the flanks. This is most consistent with scree slopes suggesting ongoing erosion. Whilst this overall form is not inconsistent with constructional landforms, if the origin was constructional then the covering material would need to be actively replaced by that constructional process, to maintain their shape over geological time.

These observations show that the mounds comprise multiple distinct layered members, some of which appear to be separated by unconformities and thus record substantial amounts of geologic time. This stratigraphic consistency and erosional environment support the interpretation that the layers were previously continuous between the mounds. Furthermore, this evidence reduces the likelihood that they are constructional in nature, as any constructional process would have had to independently reproduce the same members at consistent thicknesses at different points in space.

Outside the study area (geographically focused by our science questions) the population of mounds is continuous with those in Chryse Planitia. The origin of mounds in Oxia Planum must be consistent with the rest of this population because:

1. There is no sudden change in the tone, brightness, size or shape characteristics between mounds in Oxia and those nearby in the circum-Chryse region; there is an overall gradual increase in size to the north, consistent with a layer of increasing thickness and/or increased erosion to the north.
2. The top of the extrapolated circum-Chryse upper bounding surface forms a slope of low gradient which overlays the entire Oxia Planum population. This is what we would expect if the Oxia Planum mounds represented smaller examples of the circum-Chryse mound deposit described in McNeil et al. (2021a).
3. Clusters of partially dissected mounds (Figure 3a) illustrate an evolutionary sequence from larger plateaus through clusters of mounds to increasingly isolated features (e.g., Figure 5h).
Additional contextual evidence precludes the survival of small constructional landforms over geological time: the mounds are in a region with multitudes of other erosional landforms such as inverted channels (Davis et al., 2022; Fawdon et al., 2021a, 2022), inverted craters (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Roberts et al., 2021), Periodic Bedrock Ridges (Favaro et al., 2021; Silvestro et al., 2021), and the DRU (Fawdon et al., 2021a; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021).

These, along with the low surface dust index (Ruff & Christensen, 2002) and population of aeolian bedforms indicative of transport over a long period of time (Favaro et al., 2021), are indicative of an erosive environment in Oxia Planum. This is consistent with an erosional origin, and inconsistent with the survival of isolated constructional landforms, which, given their relationship to the DRU, must have predated the substantial amount of erosion that has affected that unit (Figure 5b); consequently it is not plausible that they would have simultaneously predated this erosive environment and have been substantially unaffected by it.

In addition to the evidence consistent with an erosional origin, there is a lack of evidence to support common processes that construct isolated, mound-like landforms. There is no geomorphologic evidence to indicate that these mounds are volcanic in origin; they do not look like other small-scale volcanic features from Mars, either igneous (Brož & Hauber, 2012, 2013; Brož et al., 2014) or sedimentary (Brož et al., 2019, 2022; Oehler & Allen, 2010) in origin, and we see no evidence for features typical of these processes such as summit craters, conical morphologies, or igneous mineralogy. There are no instances associated with flow-like landforms on their flanks and we do not observe any regionally contextual volcanic architecture of comparable age or apparent preservation.

The mounds could also be hydrothermal in origin. However, we do not observe any evidence of vents or bright outcrops (Skok et al., 2010) or the context of a long-lived volcanic system (e.g., Fawdon et al., 2015), nor do we see mineral assemblages associated with hydrothermalism (e.g., serpentine, chlorite) in hyperspectral CRISM data in the Oxia Planum region (Mandon et al., 2021; Skok et al., 2010). Some mounds contain what appear to be linear resistant ridges (Figures 5c and 5d) which could be interpreted as dykes of intrusive material, but given the lack of contextual volcanic architecture, these are more simply interpreted as mineralized fractures—commonly seen in Martian terrains (Caswell & Milliken, 2017; Okubo & McEwen, 2007)—which are exposed in more eroded parts of the mounds. Although this doesn't support a constructional origin, it does mean that hydrothermal mineralization could have been a significant factor in preserving the mounds. Furthermore, the lack of supporting mineralogy may be attributed to a combination of dust coverage, the small area of bedrock exposed on mound surfaces, and a lack of quality data coverage.

Either a hydrothermal and a volcanic/sedimentary volcanic origin for the mounds would require a prolonged and regionally extensive thermal source, which could be provided from a mantle plume or the residual energy from a prior large impact. The former is unlikely, given the lack of obvious large-scale volcanic landforms in the region, however the latter is superficially more plausible. Chryse Planitia is comparable in size (diameter: ~1,500 km) to other large impact basins on Mars, such as Hellas (diameter: ~2,000 km), which are likely to have produced hydrothermal systems at the rims and central peak that may have been sustained for ~10 Myr after the impact events (Abramov & Kring, 2005). Oxia Planum is located at the edge of the Chryse basin near its proposed rim (e.g., Pan et al., 2019), so there is circumstantial evidence the region may have been subjected to hydrothermal activity in the tens of millions of years after the impact. However, it is unclear if this is stratigraphically consistent with the timing of deposition and/or alteration of the CBU in Oxia Planum and the wider circum-Chryse clays (Brossier et al., 2022; Carter et al., 2015; Mandon et al., 2021).

On balance, we suggest there is substantially more evidence, requiring fewer special circumstances, that the mounds formed from erosional processes eroding one or more layers of pre-existing material. We find little to no direct or contextual evidence to support constructional processes, and whilst there is no irrefutable evidence to rule out a constructional hypothesis the observations are commensurate with the current mound morphology being primarily erosional in nature.

4.3. Wider Implications

Mounds in the Oxia Planum region are smaller (in height and diameter) than most of the mounds in the wider circum-Chryse region. It is unclear whether this is primarily because the mound-forming layer was thinner in Oxia Planum, or if more erosion occurred here, or a combination of the two. Given that CPUBS predicts a thinner layer in Oxia Planum, and that this surface was constructed using mesas (thought to be the most complete sections of
the mound-forming stratigraphy; McNeil et al., 2021a), we favor the hypothesis that the mound-forming layer was thinner in Oxia Planum, or that the mounds represent three-dimensional exposures of the top of the clay-bearing succession in this region of Chryse Planitia. If the former is true, the thinning of the mound-forming layer toward the basin margin implies constraints on its formation mechanism. Thinner deposits at basin margins are a common feature of sedimentary basins on Earth, where the accumulated sediment thickness decreases toward the basin margin as accommodation space decreases. Furthermore, meter-scale layering in the Oxia Planum mounds could be consistent with deposition through sedimentary or ashfall processes whose thickness across a basin is usually influenced by accommodation space.

4.4. Deposition and Overburden Removal in Oxia Planum: Rates and Timing

Our calculated minimum deposition/erosion rates are similar to previous estimates of middle-late Noachian global erosion rates (0.8–1 m My⁻¹, see summary in Golombek et al., 2006), and are considerably lower than previous crater obliteration estimates for Oxia Planum itself (8 m My⁻¹, Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Our estimates differ from those in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021) primarily because our estimates are for the minimum mean erosion rates, whereas theirs are mean crater obliteration rates (which is the rate at which craters are removed through both deposition and erosion). Our calculated erosion rates are a similar order of magnitude but lower than the median erosion rate of outcrops in arid to polar environments on Earth (∼6 m My⁻¹; Portenga & Bierman, 2011), which is perhaps not surprising given the different atmospheric conditions. However, Amazonian estimates for erosion rates in Oxia Planum are much lower: 0.01–0.03 m My⁻¹ (Kite & Mayer, 2017) and 0.08 m My⁻¹ (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). The difference between these Amazonian rates and our minimum rates supports our interpretation that most of the mound material erosion took place in the Noachian/Hesperian rather than during the Amazonian.

Assuming an average Noachian erosion rate of approximately 0.9 m My⁻¹ (Golombek et al., 2006), this would mean that the estimated ~130 m of mound material would have been removed in ~150 Myr before embayment by the dark plains material. Deposition would have had to occur over the prior ~50 Myr, with an average rate of approximately 2.6 m My⁻¹, similar to Holocene sedimentation rates in some of the deepest parts of Earth's oceans (Piñero et al., 2013). The true erosion and deposition rates are likely to be more complex, with alternating periods of deposition, erosion and inactivity, as indicated by the layering in some mounds (Figure 3e). Factors that could affect the depositional and erosion regime include sediment availability and source, environmental conditions that would influence the amount highland runoff, and impact gardening, amongst others. Furthermore, we do not know how early Martian environmental conditions including putative ocean chemistry might have affected these deposition rates. Mound-derived Transverse Aeolian Ridges (Balme et al., 2008) around the bases of mounds and across the study area (Favaro et al., 2021) demonstrate that sediment transport, and thus probably also wind erosion, is occurring here at the present time.

4.5. Implications for the Landing Site and Rosalind Franklin

Our calculations show that the clay-bearing plains unit in the landing site of the Rosalind Franklin rover was buried by ~130 m of overburden during the Noachian—an order of magnitude shallower burial than calculated by Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021). Hydraulic fracturing of rocks on Mars has been calculated to occur at depths of 1 km or greater (Caswell & Milliken, 2017), so the vertical stress imparted to the CBU from ~130 m of overlying material alone is unlikely to have been great enough to produce the fractures seen in the CBU. The maximum thickness of the mound-forming layer in Chryse Planitia was around 550 m (McNeil et al., 2021a), or around half of what would be needed to fracture the underlying bedrock. It seems unlikely therefore from our reconstruction that Oxia Planum, which is closer to the edge of the Chryse basin, would be able to accommodate twice the thickness of material than deeper areas of the basin—especially when the evidence presented here suggests that the layer was considerably thinner in Oxia Planum. There are two possibilities: (a) hydraulic fracturing of the CBU was the result of deformation of an underlying ductile layer (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021); or (b) fractures in the CBU are not hydraulic but are the result of horizontal tensile stresses generated by contractional processes such as desiccation, syneresis, or thermal contraction (Parkes Bowen et al., 2022). Identification and analysis of sub-HiRISE-scale mound-proximal fractures in the CBU using the PanCam instrument aboard the Rosalind Franklin rover (Coates et al., 2017) could allow for a better understanding of their origins.
The similarites in height difference between the top of the present-day mounds and the paleosurface defined by the contact between the mounds and CBU suggest that when the mound layer was emplaced in the Noachian, the geography of Oxia Planum was broadly comparable with its modern low-relief topography. Despite this, there are small differences, as the geological boundary often occurs near the base of the topographic mound slope (e.g., Figure 5b) suggesting that these mounds have protected a more complete section of the CBU.

The mounds appear to be the second-oldest unit in the landing site after the CBU. Therefore, the regions of CBU that occur directly below still-intact mounds have remained buried and unexposed since burial in the early middle Noachian and have had greater protection from solar radiation, impact events, and atmospheric alteration than exposed CBU. Any potential biosignatures would also have been afforded this protection. The mounds also could record water-rock interaction as their upstanding lineations are interpreted as indurated fractures, suggesting interaction with fluids (McNeil et al., 2021a). We propose that the base of mounds—particularly tall, layered mounds with indurated fractures that show evidence of active erosion—and subordinately, areas around DRU mesas, may be among the best places in the landing ellipses to detect biosignatures in the CBU.

It is feasible that the Rosalind Franklin rover will land close enough to a mound to be able to image it in situ with the PanCam instrument, including the High Resolution Camera and Wide Angle Cameras (Coates et al., 2017). Ground-based imaging of strata exposed on individual mound edifices could allow us to determine the depositional environments in which the mound-forming unit was formed, for example, by identifying sedimentological features such as clast size, geometry and orientation, horizontal- and cross-stratification, scours, channels or grading. Whilst the sedimentology and stratigraphy of individual mounds will be able to inform us about the origin of the deposits, images of multiple mounds will allow for a better understanding of the wider mound-forming deposit and could elucidate whether it was deposited through primary deposition, ashfall processes, the reworking of pre-existing material, or any combination of these. If the mounds were part of a regional layer, we would expect to be able to see consistent sedimentological features across different examples, and we would also expect a compositional difference between the upper member and the lower member/middle member. If the mounds are distal outliers of Oxia Planum (Coogoon Valles) sediment fan material (e.g., Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021) or progradation of any highland detrital sediments, we might expect to see large-scale sedimentary features exposed in mound flanks. The Perseverance and Curiosity rovers both imaged the flanks of Kodiak Butte and the Murray Buttes in their respective landing sites, revealing large-scale sedimentary features which have contributed to our understanding of past depositional environments in these locations (e.g., Banham et al., 2021; Mangold et al., 2021). Similar analyses using PanCam data from the Rosalind Franklin rover may allow for an improved understanding of the Noachian environments of Oxia Planum.

5. Conclusions

- The morphology of mounds in Oxia Planum is more likely to be the result of erosional processes than constructional processes. The Oxia mounds are morphologically and morphometrically continuous with the population of larger mounds further out in the Chryse basin, and comprised part of a Noachian-aged, layered deposit that extended around the circum-Chryse region.
- The mounds contain as many as three distinct members, possibly separated by unconformities: the lower mound member, a bright, layered, blue-toned material, which could be uneroded sections of the uppermost clay-bearing plains; the middle mound member, a thin, low-relief blue-toned material; and the upper mound member, a yellow-toned material of variable roughness which forms most of the mound topography.
- In Oxia Planum, the mound-forming layer had a minimum mean thickness of ~40 m but is likely to have had a mean thickness of ~130 m. This is considerably thinner than elsewhere in Chryse Planitia, suggesting that the mound-forming layer thinned toward Arabia Terra to the south, following the elevation of both the paleosurface and the present-day elevation. Alternatively, the Oxia Planum mounds may represent the uppermost part of the circum-Chryse mound-forming deposit.
- Our minimum erosion rate estimates are an order of magnitude higher than Amazonian estimates, a similar order of magnitude but slightly lower than present-day erosion rates in arid and polar deserts on Earth, and comparable to previous estimates of erosion rates on Noachian Mars.
- Mounds in Oxia Planum show positive-relief linear to curvilinear features that are similar to examples in the circum-Chryse region. These are interpreted to be indurated fractures, suggesting interaction with fluids and precipitation of resistant minerals.
It is highly unlikely that the mound-forming layer alone provided enough vertical stress to hydraulically fracture the CBU, suggesting either that the overburden in the region was considerably thicker than our calculations suggest, or that hydraulic fracturing was achieved through non-overburden-induced stress, or that the fractures were formed “near-surface” through horizontal tensile stresses.

Those areas of the clay-bearing plains which are directly covered by mounds have been continually protected from the Martian environment since the Noachian, and are likely to be the most pristine clay-rich materials in the landing site. The areas directly adjacent to the mounds (and mesas of dark resistant material), are likely to have been more recently exposed than other areas away from the mounds through the erosion and backstepping of these younger units. These are therefore the most promising locations for Rosalind Franklin to search for subsurface biosignatures.

In situ imaging of the flanks of mounds by Rosalind Franklin’s PanCam instrument is likely to help reveal the origin of the mound material, and aid in our understanding of the early Martian depositional environments present in Oxia Planum.

Data Availability Statement

Supporting Information S1 including tabulated mound morphometric and location data as well as geospatial data vectors (shapefiles, .shp) for mounds are available in McNeil et al. (2021a) and McNeil et al. (2021b). See Supporting Information S1 for supporting figures and tables, CTX and HiRISE image data are publicly available at the NASA Planetary Data System repository in the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter section (https://pds-imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/volumes/mro.html). CaSSIS data are publicly available at the ESA Planetary Science Archive (http://archives.esa.int/psa/ftp/ExoMars2016/em16_igo_cas/data_raw/) and (http://archives.esac.esa.int/psa/ftp/ExoMars2016/em16_igo_cas/data_calibrated/), with relevant Oxia Planum-specific CaSSIS data available at Fawdon et al. (2021b). CaSSIS observations are also available at https://cass.himalmede.unibe.ch/oss/wiki. A guide to downloading and viewing CaSSIS data is available at https://issues.cosmos.esa.int/soc/wiki/display/PSAPUB1/CaSSIS+Quick+Start+Guide.
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